"JUKEBOX JUNKIE"

CASSINGLE: "Jukebox Junkie" by Ken Mellons, Epic 77579

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (8) beats / Start with LEFT foot

CHORUS: (64 BEATS)

(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS
          L    RL

(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
        L   R  L  RL

(1) "3 SLURS & A BASIC" --- DS SLUR(IB) DS SLUR(IB) DS SLUR(XIB) DS RS
            R  L   R  L   R  LR

(1) "MODIFIED COWBOY" --- DS DS BS BR(UP)(turn ½ left) DS RS RS KICK
            L   R   L   R  R  LR  LR L

(2) "BASICS"

(2) "STOMP KICKS" --- STOMP KICK(IF)
           L          R

(1) Repeat above (32) beats to face front

PART A: (38 BEATS)

(1) "TOE STEP BEHIND" --- DS TOE/STEP(IB) DS HEEL(UP)
             L    R  R   L  R

(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS
           R  LR LR LR

(2) "BASICS"

(1) "KARATE" --- DS KICK(turn ½ left) STEP KICK
            L   R   R  L

(1) Repeat above (16) beats to face front

(1) "TRIPLE"

(1) "BASIC"

PART B: (64 BEATS)

(1) "GINGER PULL" --- STEP(OTS)(turn ¼ left) STEP DS RS
             L          R  L  RL

(1) "TRIPLE"

(3) REPEAT GINGER AND TRIPLE TO MAKE A BOX

(1) "4--BEAT VINE" --- DS DS(IF) DS(OTS) DS(IB)
          L   R   L   R

(1) "ROCKING CHAIR" --- DS BR(UP) DS RS
             L   R   R  LR

(3) REPEAT VINE AND ROCKING CHAIR TO MAKE A BOX

SEQUENCE:

Wait 8, Chorus, Add 2 Triples, A, Chorus, B, A, Chorus, Chorus.
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